
 

ROWS IN THE EASTMED BRING NEW GREEK MILITARY PROGRAM. CHANGING THE 

BALANCE 
 

 

Responding to increasing threats of war in the Eastmed, the Greek government decided for a major 

program to update its military deterrence capacity. In this ambitious program we can acknowledge five 

main pillars, showing a long term strategy, taking Greece to a strategic regional player level. Something that 

will strongly reinforce the position of Athens in comparison to Turkey.  

 

1. MODERNIZING THE AIR FORCE: NEW STRATEGIC CAPACITIES   

 With an ageing but still very valid fleet of F-16, F-4 and Mirage 2000, Greece needed an immediate 

upgrade of its strategic capacity.  The choice falling on second hand Rafale F3, eighteen in all, 

allows the Greek Air Force to extend and tremendously enhancement of its own attack and range 

capacity (the Rafale outperform any other existing platform in the current inventory of the Greek 

Air Force and is able to carry a very heavy and composite payload of advanced weapons and pods).  

 Two more issues are of paramount importance in the choice of the Greek Ministry of Defense. The 

first is timing. Choosing second hand Rafale gives the possibility of a very fast introduction in 

service of the machines, without waiting for the long process of new production, training 

commissioning. Training of Greek air and maintenance crews can start immediately, in order to 

achieve operability of the new Rafale unit within 2021.  

 The second and maybe more important element is the free, and not subject to caveats, access and 

use to strategic French weaponry (Scalp, Meteor, MICA, Exocet). Free use of weapons is a strong 

force multiplier for the Greek Defense, since it leaves hands free for immediate and emergency use 

of superior weapons, like the cruise missiles SCALP or the AA Meteor or the last version of  AsUW 

Exocet.  

 Should Greece also manage to update its F-16 52+/52/50 fleet to the Viper standard, and substitute 

its F-4 and F-16 Block30 with 24 F-35A, the scenario in the Aegean would see a total Greek 

dominance, including the capacity to neutralize Turkish S-400 through the use of F-35 stealth 

fighters or the Israeli “Rampage” missiles, also in the shopping list. In such an event, even the seas 

would be hindered to the Turkish fleet, unable to operate deeply in the Aegean, with no air 

coverage and under the threat of Greek AIP U-214.  

 Same considerations can be done for the possible acquisition of Italian made (Leonardo) M-346 

Advanced Trainer Jets, a choice that would bring Greece in the Mediterranean club of F-35s/M-346 

together to Italy and Israel who already operate both the models. There is a possibility to see the 

M-346 also in Egyptian service in future.  

 

2. COMMONALITIES WITH ALLIED FORCES: INTEGRATING CAPACITIES, ACHIEVING ECONOMIES  

 Another important advantage of the Rafale is the increasing interoperability between the Greek 

and the French Air Force, the French Navy and also the other powerful regional ally, the Egyptian 

Air Force. All these forces will all operate Rafale, and the three Air Forces also the Mirage 2000. 

Same considerations can be done about the possibility of the acquisition of F-35s and M-346s.  

 Last but not least, synergies in training, maintenance, upgrades will highly benefits the Greeks with 

economies of scale and scope in common with the French and the Egyptians.  

 

3. MODERNIZING THE NAVY  

 

 After a long wait of more than a decade and in front of the ambitious Turkish “Milgem” Naval 

program, the Greek government decided a major upgrade of the Hellenic Navy. While Greece has a 



 

total superiority in the submarine capacities (notwithstanding having one submarine less than the 

Turkish Navy, but four AIP U-214 against only one of the Turks), the major surface combatants of 

the Hellenic Navy have undergone an  ageing process. The Greek Navy lacks a modern anti aircraft 

capacity and cruise attack (capacity in the possess of the Hellenic Air Force though). Again, the 

necessities of the Navy, alike the Air Force are complex and along with future solutions (new 

builds), immediate actions (gap fillers) are needed. Here comes the most interesting situation: a 

possible general agreement between Greece and the supplier of new vessels to include a gap filling 

supply of second hand frigates or (more ambitiously) destroyers. With the French and Italian Navies 

unable to provide this gap filling, two are the most likely solutions: the USA or the Netherlands. In 

my opinion the USA will win the race, after reviving the Greek shipyards industry (Syros and now 

Eleusina) the USA can satisfy all Greek requirements: new builds in Greece (MMCS or FFX, both in 

cooperation with the Italian Fincantieri) and immediate transfer of second hand vessels (Arleigh 

Burke DDGs).  

 While we do not know today what will be the final choice of the Greek government, it is clear that a 

program designed on 

 Modernization of 4 existing Greek Nevo MEKO Class FFGs 

 2/4 gap filling second hand vessels  

 4 new FFGs with enhanced AAW capacities and cruise attack 

 4 new anti ASW MH-60 helicopters  

 New heavy torpedoes for the submarines fleet  

will give to the Greek navy a real capacity towards the Turkish Navy, whose programs in future will 

see a reduction in the number of FFGs and maybe light DDGs along with the four ADA Class 

corvettes. In any case the possible Greek acquisition of FFXs would allow Greece to enjoy a 

considerable technological/operational advantage on any Turkish new vessels (Turkey is building a 

real domestic capacity, but their experience lags far behind US/Italian technological capacities). 

 

4. STRENGTHENING ALLIANCES 

 

 Even if less considered, another factor is changing the tide in the Eastmed in favor of Greece and 

elevating the military standard of the latter the : the creation of solid strategic alliances with other 

regional actors, real force multipliers and strong deterrence factor. The recent joint exercises with 

planes and vessels coming from the UAE, France, Italy, Cyprus are not occasional events, but the 

long searched result of these strategic partnerships, certified by agreements like the Trilaterals 

(Greece/Cyprus/Egypt and Greece/Cyprus/Israel and Quadrilaterals (Greece/Cyprus/UAE/Jordan 

and Greece/France/Italy/Cyprus). The links with the USA are also growing enormously with both 

infrastructural/investment (Souda, Alexandroupoli, Eleusina, Syros) and military (more US units 

located in Greece, more frequent joint drills with the US forces). In the case of a clash with Turkey 

there will always be the possibility to receive direct military or indirect but still decisive 

political/industrial/logistic support by such allies.  

 

5. CREATING A NATIONAL DEFENSE INDUSTRY  

 

 The fifth pillar of the Greek strategy is based upon the revival of industrial capacities and the 

creation of new ones. From the participation to multinational EU PESCO programs (i.e. H2020 

Ocean and EPC corvettes) to M&A processes (ELVO, EAB, Eleusina), Greece is creating a local 

productive capacity, fundamental to further enhance its own military and technological capacities 

(on the same path of what Turkey has began long ago).  

 

 



 

 

CONCLUSIONS: CHANGING THE BALANCE OF FORCES IN THE FUTURE OF EASTMED 

 

Making it short, a complex and structured Greek strategy,  will compel the Turkish leadership to consider 

the  acceptance of a more realistic approach to a constructive and cooperative Eastmed neighbourhood. 

With an increasingly balanced military and strategic capacity between the tow shores of the Aegean and 

with Greece most probably getting an advantage, thanks to its large network of allies, Turkey’s capacity to 

impose its own political choices will become less powerful, also due to the hard impact of the Turkish 

economic crisis and international isolation. It will be no more Turkey vs Greece but Turkey vs a complex 

matrix of factors, most probably too hard to counter for Ankara.   

 


